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PROCESSING 

thetan. There are many processes and these are aligned with 
the levels taught to students and with grades as applied to 
preclears, ail of which lead the student or the preclear gradient- 
ly to higher understanding and awareness. Any single process is 
run only so long as it produces change and no longer. (Sen AD) 

PROCESS BITING, Slang. If the TA is moving, the process is 
biting and if it is not moving the process is not biting. No motion 
on the tone arm dial=no action in the bank. (SH Spec 1, 
6105C07) 

PROCESS BY TONE ARM, theoretically when I say process by 
the tone arm I mean keeping the needle somewhere in the 
vicinity of set and that gives you your tone arm motion. (SH 
Spec 3, 6105C19) 

PROCESS COMPLETION, defined as the end phenomena of the 
process. (HCOB 26 May 71) 

PROCESS CYCLE, selecting a process to be run on the preclear, 
running the tone arm action into it (if necessary) and running 
the tone arm action out of it. (HCOB 7 Apr 64) 

PROCESSED, drilled in Sen with Sen exercises. (PAB 82) 

PROCESSES OF SCIENTOLOGY, methods of “unhypnotizing” 
men to their own freer choice and better life. (COHA, p. 251) 

PROCESS FLAT, see FLAT PROCESS. 

PROCESSING, 1. called “auditing” by which the auditor (practi¬ 
tioner) “listens and commands.” The auditor and the preclear 
(patient) are together out of doors or in a quiet place where they 
will not be disturbed or where they are not being subjected to 
interrupting influences. The purpose of the auditor is to give the 
preclear certain and exact commands which the preclear can 
follow and perform. The purpose of the auditor is to increase the 
ability of the preclear. The Auditor’s Code is the governing set_ 
of rules for the general activity of auditing.-(PAB 87) (&7flie 
principle of making an individual look at his own existence, and 
improve his ability to confront what he is and where he is. (Aud 
23 UK) 3. a series of methods arranged on an increasingly deep 
scale of bringing the preclear to confront the no-confront sources 
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PROCESSING CHECKS 

‘r™8 and leading them to a simple, powerful, effec 
tive being! (HCO PL 18 Sept 67) 4. the verbal exercising „f a 

?'“ ?XaAScD proce88es- (PAB 87) 5. processing 
is not getting data out of the preclear; it is not assembling his life 

as a. complete, consecutive play-it is increasing his 

?Q?; ?miSm and hlS nght reason- CQAB, Vol. fl, n. 70 
1 ifj5f 6’. a Procedure by which an individual recovers his 
self-detennimsm. No procedure which does not bring about 
increased self-determinism is processing. (Abil 1UA) 

PROCESSED CHECKS, you will see processing checks in 
literature going out, so don’t let it throw you. I’m talking about 
security checks. (SH Spec 91, 6112C12) g * 

PROCESS LAG, 1. the length of time it takes the whole circuit to 

r-C!ear 0r get free and of course that length of time is how 
long it takes you to run out that question and we call that a 
process lag. If you are running Opening Procedure 8-C and you 
ihaVat° 11 on a preclear fourteen hours before he seems to be 
m good shape on the thing, you have done then a process lag and 
youve cleaned up a process lag. How long did it take for this 

*ffecti'? °n the preclear, fourteen hours. 
11CM05) 2. this is the length of time it requires for the 

preclear to obtain a result from a process. (PAB 43) 3. the 
length of time it takes to reduce all communication lag from a 


